
The key to producing a high quality video is the creativity of the videographer and a way 
to stabilize the camera. To produce the best results, you need to use a professional 
quality video tripod. Whether you are using a high-end digital video camera or a DSLR 
with follow-focus, monitor, etc., you need a solid, versatile support system, like the 
Sirui VT-2003/2203, to make sure you get  the most from your expensive equipment.

Y-75B Leveling Ball Set 
for video applications *

Total fl exibility 
When you’re working in a studio, the fully adjustable ground level spreader 
provides precise leg positioning and added stability. Even when you use  all 
three leg sections (for high-angle shooting), you can be confi dent  that your 
gear will be safe! If you are shooting outdoors on uneven  terrain, you can 
remove the ground speader for fast, convenient, stable  leg positioning. 
And when you’re working on a slippery stone or  wooden surface, simply 
attach the included rubber feet, and keep  on fi lming, without missing a beat.

Features:
1) The 3-Section multi-tube leg design offers increased     
    stability and reduced vibrations.
2) The precision-built aluminum spider offers lightweight 
    construction and superior load capacity.
3) The built-in 75mm bowl works with the Sirui Y75B
    Leveling Ball Set and other popular leveling systems.
    You can then add a Sirui VH-20 Professional Video 
    Head (or other models) onto the VT-2003/2203.
4) The Sirui VT Series Professional Video Tripod  
     is available with lightweight 8-layer Carbon Fiber  
     or economical aircraft grade Aluminum legs.

5) Like all Sirui products, the VT Series tripods are 
    designed to with stand extreme weather conditions  
    (-40 ~ 212°F/-40 ~ 100° C) and are backed by a  
    Sirui 6-year warranty.

Precision machining and forged aircraft aluminum body 
provides a rugged, reliable head that weighs only 4.6lb 
(2.1kg)! Smooth fl uid movements combined with an
advanced balancing system – 360° horizontally and
+/-90° vertically.
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What’s included:
Ground level spreader 
Center brace spreader 
Custom padded case 

Rubber feet Tools

SIRUI VT- 2003/2203 PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TRIPODS

Sirui VH-20 PROFESSIONAL FLUID VIDEO HEAD

* You must have a Sirui 75B  Leveling 
Ball Set, or equivalent, 

to mount a head on the tripod

SIRUI PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO SYSTEMS, TRIPODS

and VIDEO HEAD
VT

VT SERIES TRIPODS

BSRVT2003        VT-2003  Aluminum Alloy  3       1.1 (28)    0.7 (19)       14.7 (373)       62.0 (1575)       28.0 (710)             6.0 (2.7)       55 (25)      $345.95 
BSRVT2203        VT-2203        Carbon Fiber  3       1.1 (28)    0.7 (19)       14.7 (373)       62.0 (1575)       28.0 (710)             5.3 (2.4)       55 (25)      $499.95
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BSRVH20           VH-20  Aluminum Alloy       15.6 (395) X 5.7 (145 X 6.9 (175)       4.65 (2.11)           33 (15)        $795.95
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BSRY75B           Y-75B  Aluminum Alloy       3.62 (92)       1.15 (37.2)         0.88 (0.4)        37.9 (18)   $89.95
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